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LGBTIQQ Symposium Style Sheet 
 
The style of the Symposium’s publications is generally modern and academic. 
 
No professional titles are used on schedule (table). 
On Synopses, terminal and professional degrees only are listed for all participants: Ph.D., 
D.Psy., etc. 
If terminal and professional degrees are used for any participant, they must be used for all 
who are entitled to them. 
When “Professor” is used, the person’s exact academic rank should be shown and their title, 
institution and department follow the person’s name 
Dr. as a title should be avoided because it has multiple, inconsistent meanings. Use degrees 
and professional titles. 
Whenever possible, an individual’s exact professional title and affiliation should be given in 
the Synopsis. 
 
Affiliations and sponsorships are shown in Synopses only. 
Credentials listed in headings are not repeated in the text which follows. 
 
Synopses: Two spaces between presenters information and the text of the synopsis 
 
Books, Films, Plays, Exhibits and the like appear in italics. [Only titles of short poems appear 
in quotes.] 
Underlining is never used. 
 
A url is displayed 2 points smaller than surrounding text. 
Manually correct pasted text for correct apostrophe’s and quotations marks (‘ “”) 
Hyphens are for compound words and word-division. 
En-dashes are for numeric ranges (2000–2001) 
Em-dashes are for incorporated comments (—). Em-dashes are preceded and followed by a 
space. 
 
“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” Policy 
black, transgender, gay, lesbian, &c. are lower case unless the name of a specific group. 
But: African-American 
Alumnus, alumna, alumni, alumnae [alum is casual. For gender-neutral, use graduate] 
 
Synopses reflect the author’s submission, edited for uniformity of style and consistency. 
Authors should be reminded that promotional language (e.g., for films), first person 
text, and present-tense references to the historic past may come across different from 
what they intend. 
 
 
If you have any questions contact:  
Joseph Santiago,  
Instructional program Coordinator,  
GLBT Center 
balanceheart@hotmail.com 
